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Discover one of the hottest trends in mixed media--resin! Join mixed-media and jewelry artist Susan

Lenart Kazmer as she opens new frontiers in her application of resin techniques.Resin Alchemy

offers detailed step-by-step technique tutorials on using resin, from the basics of mixing and pouring

to using bezels and key metalworking techniques that expand design options. She explores creating

artistic effects with:ColorFound objectsTextureCastingCollageAnd, more! It doesn't stop there!

Learn how to incorporate stories, words, meaningful images, and more in the layers of your resin

jewelry. Susan shares her wealth of tips for collecting great found objects and for layering and

encasing storiesÃ¢â‚¬â€œin short, how to bring both great technique and great imagination to bear

on jewelry making. Throughout the book, you'll enjoy easy step-by-step projects and finished

pieces.
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"I especially enjoyed the sections of the book where she covers special effects and surface

treatments... Some of her innovative ideas include how to introduce interior crack effects as with the

bezel project below or engraving the resin after it has cured... The penultimate part of the book

deals with mold forming. The author covers how to use silicone molding putting to create molds from

a small object... the instructions on how she achieves different effects is the foundation of the

informative and instructional book." --Beading Gem"Resin Alchemy, by Susan Lenart Kazmer,

remains one of the best books on resin offered. Easy to understand and fascinating to read, it



regales you with beauty at every turn." --Pretty Kitty Dog Moon Jewelry

Susan Lenart Kazmer is a jewelry artist whose work has been exhibited in museums and galleries.

She is the author of Making Connections and the designer of the new Industrial Chic product line for

Michaels. She lives near Cleveland, Ohio.

I read most of this book today and love some of the design ideas and tech involved. A lot of it is old

new put together in such a way as to cause ideas to form in those of us whom enjoy thinking of new

ways to use things. I have most of the materials now to put this tech in place and over the course of

the next few weeks plan on exploring some of the projects and implementing some of my own. I am

really thankful to Susan and her staff for putting it together. :)

Great book. A lot of help.

Lots of good ideas for resin art. I can hardly wait to begin using some of them. A few are above my

level of comfort, but are beautiful and I enjoy just looking at them. I like Susan's charms and have

purchased quite a few of them. Fun book.

This book is great. I love everything about it. Looking at it is fun and inspiring, but there is also a ton

of information about how to work with resin including tips and tricks that come from experience.

Seller was great. Excellent used condition and fast shipping. Thanks!

Great techniques and ideas, just switch from Ice Resin to UV resin, it cures a whole lot faster.

A must have for anyone interested in using resin. I had never tried to use resin in my jewelry before

getting this book and now I find more things to pour resin into and on to. Don't hesitate a single

minute, you will find so many useful tips and ideas.

I've been a bit intimidated in using Ice Resin....after going through this book it has motivated me to

take that step into a new art & craft. Susan is extremely talented, and I knew her book would help

me to proceed forward.

I couldn't stop reading it. I bought it as a Kindle and started to read it on my PC with the free reading



app. The pictures are clear and her work is fascinating. Looked her up on the computer. When I was

traveling or in bed I read her on the Kindle. I am excited by the ideas.
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